
Essential Reading 
THE MACEDONIAN CONFLICT 
Ethnic Nationalism in a Transnational World 

Loring M. Danforth 
Greeks and Macedonians are presently engaged in an often heated dispute involving 

competing claims to a single identity. Members of each group assert that they, and they 
alone, have the right to identify themselves as Macedonians. 

Here Loring Danforth examines the Macedonian conflict in light of contemporary 
theoretical work on ethnic nationalism, the construction of national identities and cultures, 
the invention of tradition, and the role of the state in the process of building a nation. 

"This is the clearest exposition yet of the extraordinary complexities that have led 
observers to equate 'Macedonia' with 'confusion.'... The most dispassionate available 
commentary on what has become a highly politicized situation...." 
—Michael Herzfeld, Harvard University 
Cloth: $29.95 ISBN 0-691-04357-4 

SATELLITES AND COMMISSARS 
Strategy and Conflict in the Politics of Soviet-Bloc Trade 

Randall W. Stone 
Why did the Soviet Union squander the political leverage afforded by its trade 

subsidy to Eastern Europe? Using an unprecedented array of formerly secret documents 
housed in archives in Moscow, Warsaw, and Prague, as well as interviews with former 
Communist officials across Eastern Europe, Randall Stone answers this question and others 
that have long vexed Western political scientists. 

Stone argues that incentives to smother information were so deeply entrenched that 
they frustrated numerous attempts to reform Soviet institutions. 

"A very useful contribution to the field, drawing upon a wide range of interviews 
and newly available documents. It is very interesting and well written, and it casts new 
light on Eastern European and Soviet politics."—Alec Nove, University of Glasgow 

Cloth: $39.50 ISBN 0-691-04414-7 Available February 1996 
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New in paperback 
BERIA 

Stalin's First Lieutenant 

Amy Knight 
"[Knight] has brilliantly 

reconstructed the personal 
story of the man most imme
diately associated with the 
Stalin terror-state.... 
Knight's account is both read
able and solidly documented. 
. . ."—Robert V. Daniels, 
American Historical Review 

"A major contribution to our knowledge of Soviet politics." 
—Robert Service, Times Literary Supplement 

This is the first comprehensive biography of Lavrentii Beria, Stalin's 
notorious police chief. Drawing on sources made available since glasnost, 
Amy Knight describes in chilling detail the story of Beria's climb to the top 
of the Stalinist system, his complex relationship with Stalin, and his bitter 
struggle with Khrushchev after Stalin's death. 
Now in paper: $14.95 ISBN 0-691-01093-5 Available January 1996 

THOU SHALT KILL 
Revolutionary Terrorism in Russia, 1894-1917 

Anna Gelfman 
Anna Geif man examines the explosion of terrorist activity that took place in the 

Russian empire from the years just prior to the turn of the century through 1917, a period 
when over 17,000 people were killed or wounded by revolutionary extremists. 

On the basis of new research, she argues that a multitude of assassination attempts, 
bombings, ideologically motivated robberies, and incidents of armed assault, kidnapping, 
extortion, and blackmail for party purposes played a primary role in the revolution of 
1905 and early twentieth-century Russian political history in general. 

"This book makes gripping reading... . Geifman's detailed account makes it clear 
that in fact the wave of terrorism broke out more or less spontaneously, and amounted 
more to a universal breakdown of law and order than to a 'movement.'" 
—Edward Ross Dickinson, New England Slavonic Journal 
Now in paper: $18.95 ISBN 0-691-02549-5 Available February 1996 

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS 
AVAILABLE AT FINE BOOKSTORES OR DIRECTLY FROM THE PUBLISHER: 800-777-4726 

WORLD WIDE WEB SITE: HTTP://AAUP.PUPRESS.PRINCETON.EDU7PUPRESS 
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EaxTMH M.M. Co6paHMe cOMMHeHMM B 9 TT . (1996-1999 rr.) 

T O M 5. M. PyccKwe c/iOBapn. 2 KBapTan 1996. 
UeHa OAHoro TOMa - $ 36 (He BianoHaa CTOMMOCTb nepecbiJiKM) 

M3flaTe/ibCTBO „PyccKMe c/iOBapn" HaMMHaeT M3flaHMe nepBoro HayMHoro co-
6paHMH coMMHeHMPI MMxaMna MnxaPinoBHMa BaxTMHa B co6paHMe BXOAMT no/iHWH 
codaB coxpaHMBiUMxcfi HayMHbix M 4>MJIOCO<J)CKMX TpyaoB BaxTMHa, KBK ywe 
ony6jiMKOBaHHbix, TaK M fio/ibwoe KOJIMMBCTBO HOBWX TeKCTOB M3 ero apxMBa. Bee 
TeKCTbi, B TOM MMCJie M ny6jiMKOBaBUJMecH paHee, roTOBHTCH 33HOBO no coxpaHMB-
ujMMCfl B apxMBe pyKonMCHM. 

M3flaHMe HaMMHaeTCH 5-M TOMOM, B KOTOPOM co6paHbi pa6oTbi 1940 - HaMana 
1960-x rr. - OKOJIO 30 TeKCTOB, B OCHOBHOM Heony6jiMKOBaHHbix M HeM3BecTHbix 
MMTaTeJiio. ITyfijiMKyioTCH HOBbie TeKCTbi M Tex HeMHorMX M3 cocTaBa TOMa pa6oT 
(„npo6jieMa peneBbix waHpoB", „npo6/ieMa TeKCTa"), Koropbie ywe neMaTanncb. 

HayMHbiM annapaT cocraBJifleT 3HaMMTe/ibHbiH o6"b§M M MMeeT MCc/ieflOBaTe/ib-
CKMM xapaKTep. TeKCTbi M KOMMenrapMH noaroTOBM/iM C.r. BonapoB, J1A ToroTM-
UIBM/IM, fl.B. flepiorMHa, B.B. KOJKMHOB, A C . Me/inxoBa, M.J1. l~lonoB& 

H3f laHM6 BblXOflMT C HayMHbIM aKafleMMMeCKMM rpMd>OM klHCTMTyra MMpOBOfi 

jiMrepaTypbi POCCHPICKOM AKaaeMMM HayK. 

Leonid Mejibovski - Bookseller 
Gagernstr. 48 
60385 Frankfurt am Main 
Germany 
Fax & Fon 49-69-490 96 21 
Exclusive distributer outside the 
territory of the former USSR 

Please send your orders to: 
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A landmark in new Russian fiction 

0 
T B B PBNCUIN 

BOOK or 

N E W 

R U S S I A N 
W R I T I N G 

Edited by 
V I C T O R 

EROFEYEV 

THE PENGUIN BOOK Of 
NEW RUSSIAN W R I T I N G 

EDITED BY VICTOR EROFEYEV 

T h i s work brings together the works of 
I twenty post-Communism writers, 
I some already acclaimed, many others 

reaching a new audience in the West for 
the first time. 

In his remarkable introductory essay 
Victor Erofeyev discusses the alternative 
literature, the new Russian writing that 
is supplanting both the hothouse flow
ers of Soviet socialism and the polemics 
of dissidence. The new Russian litera
ture, as evidenced by this collection, is 
characteristically raw, abrasive, and 
skeptical, calling everything into ques
tion, including the "boring West." 

C O N T E N T S 

Introduction—"RUSSIA'S FLEURS DU 

MAL," Victor Erofeyev • "TYPHOID 

QUARANTINE," Varlam Shalamov 

• "LYUDOCHKA," Viktor Astafiev 

• "THE GOLDEN LACE," Abram Tertz 

(Andrei Sinyavsky) • "BAG-IN-HAND," 

Fridrikh Gorenshtein • "AN 

INDIVIDUALIST'S NOTEBOOK," Yury 

Mamleev • "THROUGH THE EYES OF AN 

ECCENTRIC," Venedikt Erofeev 

• "THE FOOL AND THE TIGER," Valery 

Popov • "THE FIFTH COMPROMISE," 

Sergei Dovlatov; 

• "THE ANXIOUS CHRYSALIS," Sasha 

Sokolov • "THE OVEN," Evgeny 

Kharitonov • "THE CENTRAL-

ERMOLAEVO WAR," Vyacheslav Pietsukh 

• "THE NIGHT SOUPER" Eduard 

Limonov • "How THEY ATE THE 

COCK," Evgeny Popov; • "THE POET 

AND THE MUSE," Tatyana Tolstaya • 

"DESCRIPTION OF OBJECTS," Dmitry 

Prigov • "THE SLX-WINGED SERAPH," 

Lev Rubinshtein 

• "THE STORY OF MAJOR SIMINKOV," 

Anatoly Gavrilov • "NEXT ITEM ON 

THE AGENDA," Vladimir Sorokin 

• "SOLZHENITSYN, OR A VOICE FROM 

THE UNDERGROUND," Igor Yarkevich • 

"ZHENKA'S A TO Z," Victor Erofeyev. 

A PENGUIN PAPERBACK 
0-14-015963-0 

416 PP. 
$12.95 
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THE GREATEST STORY OF 
RUSSIA EVER TOLD 

Sergei M. Soloviev 

History of Russia 
From Earliest Times 

The Academic International Press Edition in Fifty Volumes 

G. Edward Orchard, General Editor 

"All in all, the fullest and most important and influential history of Rus
sia ever written; much of it still not superseded."—Paul Horecky, Basic 
Russian Publications 

"An invaluable addition to the basic undergraduate library."—Choice 

The unabridged text of Istoriia Rossii s drevneishikh vremen (History of Russia 
from Earliest Times), first published in St. Petersburg in 1851-1879 in 29 vol
umes. The translation is based on the Moscow edition of 1959-1966 in 15 
volumes. 

Each volume is edited, translated and annotated by a scholar recognized as 
expert in the time and topic of the volume. All volumes feature scholarly 
introductory essays, maps, illustrations, tables, charts and indexes. 

The new, extensive footnoting and indexing, notably the subject indexing 
which the Russian edition lacks, alone represent a unique, massive reference 
and research resource for Russian history hitherto unavailable. 

Presently 17 volumes in print. Volumes 17 (Tsar Michael. The Last Years, 
1634-1645) and 37 (Empress Elizabeth's Reign, 1741-1744) just published. 
23 more volumes assigned. $37.50 per volumes. 

Your library depends on you for recommendations before purchasing. Please 
send your order request to your acqusition or collection development 
librarian with your request to order so it will be included in future budgets. 
Special arrangements available for individuals wishing to acquire the set. 
Please contact AIP for details. 

Academic International Press • POB 1111 • Gulf Breeze FL 32562-1111 

904 932 5479 (fax) • aipress@aol.com (e-mail) • http://www.gulf.net/-bevon 
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I X F H I U N I V E R S I T Y P R E S S 

A DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF EASTERN EUROPE 
SINCE 1945 
Second Edition 
Edited by Gale Stokes 
"Much-needed and timely....The documents 
are well selected and should be most use
ful for students. The book is also a handy 
reference for specialists." —Piotr Wandycz, 
Yale University (on the previous edition) 
Gale Stokes has revised and updated this 
highly successful anthology to include a 
fifth chapter entitled, "After The Fall," along 
with four new readings on the collapse of 
Yugoslavia into civil war, as well as close to 
fifty other documents, making this the most 
comprehensive reader on the history and 
politics of Eastern Europe since the end of 
World War II. 
1996 304 pp. paper $16.95/ cloth $39.95 

Fifth Edition 
Nicholas V. Riasanovsky 
"One of the best textbooks available.... 
Each newly revised edition is informed by 
new contributions to the literature in the 
field and readers are kept fully abreast of 
differing and competing interpretations." 
—Robert E. Blobaum, 
West Virginia University 
1993 768 pp.; 30 maps, 68 illus. 
cloth $38.00 

READINGS, 860-1860S 

Compiled and Edited by Daniel H. Kaiser 
and Gary Marker 
"In twenty-five years of teaching Russian 
history, this volume represents the finest 
and most useful combination of primary 
and secondary interpretive resources and 
documents I have encountered. This is by 
far the finest reader that I have encoun
tered to accompany text."—Carl Wilson, 
Assumption College 
1994 464 pp.; 69 illus. and 1 map 
paper $18.95/ cloth $48.00 

THE RUSSIAN PEOPLE AND THEIR REVOLUTION, 
1917-21 
Christopher Read 
This highly readable and authoritative new 
study of the 1917 Revolution restores to 
center stage the experiences of the ordi
nary men and women of Russia's towns 
and villages, challenging many commonly 
held assumptions and shedding new light 
on the realities of living through and partici
pating in those tumultuous events. The 
author shows how the social, economic, 
political, and cultural pressures of tsarism 
created almost universal discontent, fueling 
a massive revolution from below. This book 
provides students with a superb synthesis 
of recent research and a textbook unrivaled 
in its clarity and balance. 
February 1996 344 pp. paper $19.95 

A POLITICAL HISTORY OF EAST CENTRAL EUROPE 
SINCE WORLD WAR II 

Second Edition 
Joseph Rothschild 
"By far, the most reliable and incisive 
analysis of the rise and fall of the 
Communist Bloc in Eastern Europe. My stu
dents found it immensely helpful." 
—Warren Lerner, Duke University 
1993 320 pp.; 2 maps 
paper $15.95/ cloth $39.95 

A HISTDEiY OF RUSSIAN POETRY 
Evelyn Bristol 
"This will clearly be the leading textbook for 
English-speaking students of Russian 
Poetry. It is comprehensive, showing the 
continuity of poetic development in Russia 
from pre-literate times to the glasnost era, 
and it provides both the conventional view 
and acute personal insight at every junc
ture. Translations are well-selected and of 
high quality.'"—Lee B. Croft, 
Arizona State University 
1991 368 pp. paper $19.95/ cloth $55.00 

To request an examination copy, write on school letterhead giving course name, expected enrollment, 
and your decision date, to College Sales Coordinator at the address below: 

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS • 198 Madison Avenue • New York, NY 10016 
To order any book by credit card, call toll-free 1-800-451-7556 

Prices and publication dates are subject to change 

PLEASE VISIT OUR WORLD WIDE WEB SITE AT: http://www.oup-usa.org/ 
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WESTYIEWPRESS 
l e t t e r e d Banners 
Labor, Conflict, and Corporatism in 
Postcommunist Russia 

Walter D. Connor 
Examines Russia's emergent labor poli
tics, focusing on the problems Yeltsin 
has encountered in attempting to adopt 
a "corporatist" solution to conflicts of 
interest that have arisen between labor, 
employers, and the state. 
May 1996 • 288 pages • $65.00 he • $19.95 

P r e s e n t 
I m p e r f e c t 

Stories by Russian 
Women 

edited by 
Ayesha Kagal 
and Natasha 
Perova 
Introduction by 
Helena Goscilo 

"In story after story, one senses an 
intensity of feeling and perception, the 
will to reclaim a brilliant palette that 
will cast life at its most unexpected and 
expressive. If Russia's 'present'is 
'imperfect, 'these stories are nonetheless 
testimony to the perfectibility of form 
and voice." Jane Costlow, 

Bales College 
May 1996 • 224 pages • $59.95 he • $17.00 pb 

R u s s i a n C u l t u r e a t t h e 
C r o s s r o a d s 
Paradoxes of Postcommunist 
Consciousness 

edited by Dmitri N. Shalln 
"An extremely valuable source for dis
cussion and analysis of Soviet and post-
Soviet culture in Russia, and a useful 
text for both graduate and undergradu
ate courses." Victoria E. Bonnell, 

University of California at Berkeley 
Nov. 1995 • 352 pages • $59.95 he • $19.95 pb 

A Democracy of 
Despots 

Donald Murray 
"The book is the best I know at carrying 
the story of the collapse of the Soviet 
Union into the first five years of post-
Soviet Russia; students will learn a 
great deal." John Bushnell, 

Northwestern University 
April 1996 • 288 pages • $45.00 he • $16.00 pb 

Russians as the New 
Minority 
Ethnicity and Nationalism in the Soviet 
Successor States 

Jeff Chinn and Robert Kaiser 
Examining questions of citizenship, lan
guage policy, and political representa
tion in each of the successor states, the 
authors use case studies to explore the 
tragic ethnic violence that has erupted 
since the demise of the Soviet Union, 
and to weigh the potential for develop
ing stable democratic institutions that 
will respect the rights of all ethnic 
groups. 
May 1996 • 288 pages • $59.95 he • $19.95 pb 

The Sources of Russian 
Foreign Pol icy After 
the Cold War 

edited by 
Celeste A. Wallander 
In this pathbreaking book, scholars of 
comparative politics and international 
relations innovatively apply theory to 
the study of post-Soviet Russian policy 
and behavior. The authors probe the 
complex interplay between domestic and 
international factors as they discuss 
regime type, leadership politics, interest-
group politics, nationalism as ideology, 
conflict and threat, and economic oppor
tunities and constraints. 
Mar. 1996 • 288 pages • $65.00 he • $22.95 pb 

Hm WestviewPress 
A Division of HarperCollinsiW>/tsAers 
5500 Central Avenue 
Boulder, CO 80301-2877 

Phone (303) 444-3541 Fax (303) 449-3356 
1-800-386-5656, orders only please 
E-Mail: Westview@harpercoUins.com 
Web: http://tvww.harpercollins.com 
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Newest volume in the Annals of 
Communism series 

The Fall of the 
Romanovs 
Political Dreams and Personal Struggles 
in a Time of Revolution 

Mark D. Steinberg 
and Vladimir M. Khrustalev 

"Documents on the fate of the 
Romanov dynasty, including official 
orders, personal letters, diaries, and 
recollections,...reveal the tsar and his 
family alternately oblivious to the 
mood of the times,...pathetic,...and 
noble....Most chilling is the recollec
tion of the commissar who murdered 
them....With first-class analysis from 
Steinberg."—Kirkus Reviews 
46 illus. $27.50 

Chekhov's Plays 
An Opening into Eternity 

Richard Gilman 

"A landmark work. Gilman seeks to 
discover why Chekhov's plays affect 
us as they do, how we can get even 
closer to them, what misconceptions 
are impeding us, and what further 
verities of life and art await us in 
them."—Stanley Kauffmann $30.00 

To order call 1-800-YUP-READ 

Yale University Press 
P.O. Box 209040 
New Haven, CT 06520 

Life on the Russian 
Country Estate 
A Social and Cultural History 

Priscilla Roosevelt 

With photographs by 
William Brumfield 

"A lively and lavishly illustrated 
account of social relations and 
material culture on the 18th- and 
19th-century Russian estate....A major 
contribution [and a] groundbreaking 
study of the Russian estate and its 
seminal role in the development of 
Russian culture."—Kirkus Reviews 
158 b/w + 72 color illus. $45.00 

New in Paperback 

Stalin and the Bomb 
The Soviet Union and Atomic Energy, 
1939-1956 

David Holloway 

"A superb history...[that gives] fresh 
insights into the cold war and, even 
more, into the conditions of intellec
tual life in Stalin's Russia. This study 
is a work on the largest scale, one 
that advances our understanding and 
is likely to remain definitive for years 
to come."—Priscilla Johnson 
McMillan, New York Times Book 
Review 55 illus. TBA 

Winner of the 1994 Vucinich and 
Shulman Prizes awarded by the 
American Association for the Advance
ment of Slavic Studies 

Trans-Atlantyk 
Witold Gombrowicz 
Translated by Carolyn French 
and Nina Karsov 
Introduction by Stanislaw Baranczak 

"This new edition [is] translated from 
the original Polish with breathtaking 
ingenuity."—Bruce Allen, New York 
Times Book Review $ 10.00 
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"SOVIET HISTORY IN A NEW KEY" 
INTIMACY AND TERROR 
Soviet Diaries 
of the 1930s 
Edited by Veronique Garros, 
Natalia Korenevskaya, and Thomas Lahusen 
Translated from Russian by Carol A. Flath 
Hardcover /$27.50 /1 -56584-200-6 

"A superb and provocative book." 
—S. Frederick Starr 

"Soviet history in a new key...A rare and extraordinary portrait of Soviet 
society in a critical decade, comprising fear, bravery, bathos, tragedy, and 
even humor." —Kirkus Reviews* 

"Compelling...Scholars and experts in the period will find it newly infor
mative, while the lay reader will be absolutely fascinated." 

—Boston Book Review 

LINES OF FATE 
A Novel 
Mark Kharitonov 
Translated from Russian by Helena Goscilo 
Hardcover / $25.00 / 1 -56584-230-8 

WlHHER+of tie 1ST RUSSIAN BOOKER PRIH, 
awarded by Andrei Bitov, Andrei Siriiavski, et. al. 

"With an intellectual insight rare in any novelist, Kharitonov invents and 
imagines a great but long-forgotten Russian writer whose destiny fore
tells the coming shape and being of Russian culture, the smell of its con
sciousness, the prison of its history....[Lines of Fate] has the intense self-
consciousness and cultural self-preoccupation of much of the best 
Russian fiction....Nabokov would have been interested in Lines of Fate." 

—John Bayley, Times Literary Supplement 

The New Press 
450 West 41 Street • New York, NY 10036 
Available in Bookstores Everywhere 
or call 1-800-233-4830 
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Germany Unified 
and Europe Transformed 
A Study in Statecraft 

PHILIP ZELIKOW& 
CONDOLEEZZARICE 
"For the first time, the inside story—what 
the policymakers thought and did behind 
the scenes—is recounted by two partici
pants ... [The book] conveys the sweeping 
changes devised by a handful of leaders and 
their aides as they sought to capitalize on a 
rare, momentary acceleration of history." 

—Joseph Rtchett, 
International Herald Tribune 

23 halftones $35.00 cloth 

The Russians in Germany 
A History of the Soviet Zone of 
Occupation, 1945-1949 

NORMAN M.NAIMARK 
"[A] masterly analysis of the Soviet occupa
tion between the end of the war and the 
emergence of two German states... [A] 
startlingly original book" 

—Daniel Johnson, 
NewYorkTimes Book Review 

Belknap Press 23 halftones $35.00 cloth 

Petersburg 
Crucible of Cultural Revolution 

KATERINA CLARK 
"Ms. Clark forces us to rethink the relation
ship of a totalitarian government to its sub
jects .. .What she has produced is a major 
contribution to the cultural history of this 
seminal period." 

—Harlow Robinson, 
NewYorkTimes Book Review 

$39.95 cloth 

Governing the Socialist Metropolis 

TIMOTHY J. COLTON 
"[This] monumental history of twentieth-
century Moscow promises to become the 
authoritative account of a pivotal period in 
the life of one of the world's great cities... 
An important contribution." 

—Blair Ruble, Woodrow Wilson Center, 
Kennan Institute for Advanced Russian 

Studies, Washington, D.C. 
Belknap Press 64 halftones. 11 line illus., 43 tables, 
41 maps $45.00 cloth 

The Rebirth of 
Russian Democracy 
An Interpretation of Political Culture 

NICOLAIN.PETRO 
Awakening us to Russia's historical involve
ment in the democratic quest that lies at 
the heart of Western values, Nicolai Petro 
opens a path for a more meaningful, pro
ductive understanding of modem Russia. 
$39.95 cloth 

Eternal Russia 
Yettsin, Gorbachev, and the 
Mirage of Democracy 

JONATHAN STEELE 
"Eternal Russia... is an excellent book root
ed in history while covering thoroughly the 
drama of events after 1987." 

—David Owens, Sunday Times 
$ 15.95 paper 

Harvard University Press 
Phone: 800-448-2242 
Web: http://www.hup.harvard.edu 
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NEW FROM CAMBRIDGE 
Winner of the 1995 Barbara Jelavich 
Prize of the AAA5S 

KaunKz and Enlightened 
Absolutism 1753-1780 
Franz A. J. Szabo 
".. .fills a major gap in our under
standing ofKaunitz the enlightened 
reformer. The volume is thoroughly 
researched, combining extensive 
archival research with a plenitude 
of published primary and secondary 
material... carefully and accurately 
written." —Slavic Review 
45163-9 Hardback $79.95 
46690-3 Paperback $34.95 

Winner of the 1995 Heldt Prize 
oftheAWSS 
Russian Literature 
and Empire 
The Conquest of the Caucasus from 
Pushkin to Tolstoy 
Susan Layton 
"In laying bare the ambivalent and 
often contradictory expectations of 
this market, Layton is acute and per
ceptive. .. there is much to be learnt 
from this investigation of an imperial 
relationship which contained elements 
of both the creative and the destructive." 

—Russian literature 
Cambridge Studies in Russian literature 
44443-8 Hardback about $59.95 

Medieval Russia, 
980-1584 
Janet Martin 
Breaking away from the traditional static 
view of Old Russia, this concise but com
prehensive narrative history emphasizes 
the changing qualities of Russian society. 
It presents developments in social and 
economic areas, as well as in political 
history, foreign relations, religion and 
culture. 
Cambridge Medieval Textbooks 
36276-8 Hardback $65.00 
36832-4 Paperback $22.95 

Pretenders and 
Popular Monarchism in 
Early Modern Russia 
The False Tsars of the Time 
of Troubles 
Maureen Perrie 
This is the first scholarly account by 
a western historian of the Time of 
Troubles, the period of civil war and 
foreign invasion in early seventeenth-
century Russia. The author focuses 
on the various pretenders or royal 
imposters who appeared at this time, 
tracing their careers and offering 
explanations of their success. 
47274-1 Hardback $59.95 

Russia Goes Dry 
Alcohol, State and Society 
Stephen White 
After tracing the profound influence of 
alcohol throughout Russian history, this 
study of the Soviet leadership's attempt 
to eliminate alcohol abuse charts the 
campaign from its initiation under 
Mikhail Gorbachev to its disappointing 
aftermath in the postcommunist 1990s. 
55211-7 Hardback $54.95 
55849-2 Paperback $19.95 

Now in paperback... 
Between the Fields 
and the City 
Women, Work, and Family in 
Russia, 1861-1914 
Barbara Alpern Engel 
"One of the most prolific Russian 
historians continues her meticu
lous exploration of the fates of 
women who rarely documented 
their own lives." 

—Women East-West 
"...a meticulously researched and 
original study... " 

—Times literary Supplement 
56621-5 Paperback about $16.95 

Available in bookstores or from 

CAMBRIDGE 
UNIVERSITY PRESS 

40 West 20th St., N.Y., NY 10011-4211 
Call toll-free 800-872-7423. 
MasterCard/VISA accepted. 
Prices subject to change. 
Web site: http://www.cup.org 
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Russian Folk Art 
Alison Hitton 
Russian Folk Art 
describes the 
traditions, styles, and 
functions of a broad 
range of objects 
made by Russian 
peasant artists and «" 
artisans, from 
goblets and dippers 
to clothing and window 
frames. Abundantly 
illustrated with examples 
from Russian museums, Russian Folk Art is a 
treasure for anyone interested in Russian culture. 
Indiana-Michigan Series in Russian 
and East European Studies 
320 pages, 20 color photos, 133 b&w photos 
cloth $29.95 

Mass Culture in 
Soviet Russia 
Tales, Poems, Songs, Movies, 
Plays, and Folklore, 1917-1953 
Edited by James von Geldem 
and Richard Stites 
This anthology offers a rich array of documents, 
short fiction, poems, songs, plays, movie scripts, 
comic routines, and folklore to offer a close look at 
the mass culture that was consumed by millions in 
Soviet Russia between 1917 and 1953. 
544 pages, 28 b&w photos, 50 line illus. 
paper $24.95 (also in cloth $49.95) 
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V. 0. Kliuchevskii, 
Historian of Russia 
Robert F. Byrnes 
"The analysis of Kliuchevskii's life and work and 
how they intersected with social, political, cultural, 
and ideological currents over a crucial period that 
shaped the fate of twentiethcentury Russia 
provides much food for thought. ...an engaging 
and informative work." —Daniel Orlovsky 
The life and work of Russia's greatest historian. 
328 pages, 7 b&w photos 
doth $29.95 

Russians in the 
Former Soviet 
Republics 
Paul Kolstoe, with a contribution 
by Andrei Edemsky 
Paul Kolstoe traces the growth and role of the 
Russian population in non-Russian areas of the 
Russian Empire and then in the non-Russian Soviet 
republics. In the post-Soviet period, special 
attention is devoted to the situation of Russians in 
the Baltics, Moldova, Belarus, Ukraine, and the 
former Central Asian and Caucasian republics. 
Kolstoe suggests strategies for averting a 
repetition of the Yugoslav scenario 
on post-Soviet soil. .oaafet 
356 pages j f f lMMfcn. 
cloth $37.50 

Rachel § 
Calof s 
Story 
Jewish 
Homesteader on 
the Northern Plains 
Edited by J. Sanford Rikoon 
"In 1894, the 18-year-old Calof, a Russian Jew, 
was shipped to the U.S. to marry an unknown man 
and stake a homesteading claim with him in North 
Dakota. She later set down her memories of that 
time in fluid prose that occasionally reveals a biting 
sense of humor. Although her circumstances were 
often pathetic, Calof never is an essay by J. 
Sanford Rikoon on the phenomenon of Jewish farm 
settlements provides fascinating background." 
—Publishers Weekly 
176 pages 
paper $12.95 (also in cloth $20.00) 
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THE 20TH CENTURY RUSSIAN 

NOVEL 
An Introduction 

David Gillespie, Lecturer in Russian 
University of Bath 

Eight of Russia's most popular and significant 
novels are presented as well as major 
authors: Zamiatin, Babel, Olesha, Ostrovskii, 
Bulgakov, Pasternak, Solzhenitsyn, and Bitov. 
Each chapter examines one novel in detail, 
including its critical reception, and explores 
the career of the author. 
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Cloth 1-85973-078-7 $38.95 
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by renowned 18th to 20th century Russian 
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Cloth 0 85496 942 X $45.95 
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